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creativity definition of creativity by merriam webster - creativity definition is the ability to create how to use creativity in a
sentence, what is creativity and why is it a crucial factor for - creativity is a skill that can be developed and a process
that can be managed creativity begins with a foundation of knowledge learning a discipline and mastering a way of thinking
you can learn to be creative by experimenting exploring questioning assumptions using imagination and synthesing
information, creativity definition of creativity at dictionary com - the state or quality of being creative the ability to
transcend traditional ideas rules patterns relationships or the like and to create meaningful new ideas forms methods
interpretations etc originality progressiveness or imagination the need for creativity in modern industry creativity in the
performing arts, what is creativity california state university northridge - the creative domain which is nested in culture
the symbolic knowledge shred by a particular society or by humanity as a whole e g visual arts the field which includes all
the gatekeepers of the domain e g art critics art teachers curators of museums etc the individual person
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